Siberian Permafrost Commences Huge Methane Release
by Gene Fry
March 12, 2007 - Western Siberia is heating up faster than anywhere else in the world: 3°C in the past 40 years.  When permafrost thaws, it reveals bare ground, which warms up more quickly than ice and snow.  This accelerates the permafrost thaw.  A frozen Siberian peat bog the size of France and Germany combined (a million square kilometers) contains perhaps 70 billion tons of methane, perhaps 25% of world methane stored in the ground.  The peat bog has been producing methane since it formed at the end of the last ice age, but most of the gas had been trapped in the permafrost.  For the first time since the ice age, the permafrost is melting. The permafrost is likely to take many decades to thaw.
The 53 billion tons of carbon in the giant peat bog compare to 7 billion tons of carbon humans now emit each year, and to 147 billion tons emitted 1980-2004.  Russian scientists reported to their Academy of Sciences estimate that the world’s permafrost contains 1,000 billion tons of carbon.
	Sergei Kirpotin, at Tomsk State University in western Siberia, and Judith Marquand, at Oxford University, discovered that what was a barren expanse of frozen peat is turning into a broken landscape of mud and lakes.  Dr Kirpotin called the situation an "ecological landslide that is probably irreversible and is undoubtedly connected to climatic warming".  The thaw probably began during 2000-2003.  Other researchers reported similar methane hotspots in eastern Siberia, where it was bubbling to the surface so fast that it prevented the surface from re-freezing.
If methane seeps from this western Siberian permafrost peat bog over the next 100 years, it would add around 700 million tons of carbon to the atmosphere each year, equivalent to the annual release from global agriculture and wetlands.  That would double atmospheric levels of methane, a greenhouse gas 20 times more potent than carbon dioxide.
Predictions of future global temperatures now must be revised upward by 10-25% (or more, if the other ¾ of the world’s permafrost methane shares a similar fate).  The old predictions were based on known greenhouse gas emissions.  They did not include permafrost methane emissions.
	"When you start messing around with these natural systems, you can end up in situations where it's unstoppable. There are no brakes you can apply," said David Viner, a senior scientist at the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia.  "This is a big deal because you can't put the permafrost back once it's gone."  Said Tony Juniper, director of Friends of the Earth, "If we don't take action very soon, we could unleash runaway global warming that will be beyond our control and it will lead to social, economic and environmental devastation worldwide."
For more information, see www.guardian.co.uk/international/story/0,,1546797,00.html.


